TC Restaurant Group Manager Josh Edington presents the Vanderbilt Hospital nursing staff and managers 40 meals, slices of chocolate cake and flower
arrangements in appreciation of the mothers in healthcare who are working front lines amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

TC Restaurant Group honors 40 healthcare moms

FGL House, Luke’s 32 Bridge and Jason Aldean’s Kitchen and
Rooftop Bar give to mothers in healthcare amid COVID pandemic

T

C
Restaurant
Group
honored Vanderbilt mothers on the
front lines this Mother’s Day with
a “comfort food package,” flowers
and seven-layer chocolate cake
for lunch on Friday, May 8. Forty
women were honored during that
afternoon including nurses, doctors,
physicians, radiologists, and medical
assistants.
TC
Restaurant
Group
employees were on hand to deliver
the care packages and express thanks
to the staff for the extra work they
are putting in this Mother’s Day
amid the COVID- 19 pandemic.
TC Restaurant Group’s Assistant
Director of Marketing Adriana
Orsini said the group wanted to

recognize those who were on the
front lines, and may not get the
chance for a conventional Mother’s
Day celebration.
“These women are juggling a
massive amount of tasks right now.
When you take into consideration
that they are working essential jobs
on the front lines in a high stress
industry while also managing the
tasks of a family, homeschooling and
day to day duties.”
She said while TC Restaurant
Group would typically celebrate
Mother’s Day with brunch features
in their dining rooms, “This year is
different and we wanted to make sure
we were still able to do something
special for those mothers who are
working so hard. We thought it
was important to give them some

recognition and remind them of the
communities’ appreciation for their
work.”
TC Restaurant Group worked
with “Feed The Front Lines

“ This year is

different and we
wanted to make
sure we were
still able to do
something special
for those mothers
who are working so
hard.”

Nashville” to select which mothers
were in need of a little something
special this year. The FTFL volunteer
team is made up of a group of
Vanderbilt undergraduate students,
Nashville natives who are home from
college, and young professionals

TC Restaurant Group Regional Chef Rob Moore carves
brisket in preparation of 40 meals to mothers working the
front lines.

who attended Vanderbilt. FTFL is
a non-profit organization working
to support local restaurants and
restore jobs while feeding front line
workers and people in need during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Ben Schecter, one of the
founders of FTFL in Nashville, spoke
out on behalf of the organization,
“Feed the Front Line Nashville is
grateful and honored to partner with
TC Restaurant Group to continue
to help our local restaurants and
healthcare workers during this
COVID-19 crisis. Thanks to TC
Restaurant
Group’s
generous
support, Feed the Front Line will be
able to donate 40 meals. Thank you
to the TC Restaurant Group for their
tremendous generosity!”
Flowers were donated by FLWR
SHOP so that each mother received
a small arrangement along with
a comforting meal and a slice of
decadent chocolate cake.
TC Restaurant Group has
also been vigilant in other causes,
including veteran and armed
forces support, cancer research and
awareness events, and most recently

relief efforts following the spring
tornadoes in Nashville and raising
47 units of blood on their Blood
Drive on Broadway for COVID-19
relief.

Top: Meals donated included
slow roasted brisket with
TC Restaurant Group BBQ
sauce, fresh green beans and
Yukon Gold mashed potatoes.
Bottom: Each meal was
accompanied by a slice of
7-layer chocolate cake.

